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A reader submits the "2013 Question of the Year" even though there was no contest, no criteria and no
judging. As I read the question The Committee flooded me with the answers - as they often do - and it
occurred to me this long, well explained question is as provoking, stimulating and interesting as anything
asked.
The question:
I want to ask why extraterrestrials or other dimensional beings often choose to communicate primarily
with those in power or the upper echelon of society? Our government(s) has made choices that are not in
the best interest of the US or humanity at large yet aliens are primarily communicating with the top of the
hierarchy. We have heard of shared technologies between aliens and our government and information
provided regarding possible futures for humanity on small and large scales.
We have wealthy and powerful people in control of miraculous technology and creating shelters and other
solutions to save themselves in a potential disaster while the common man works tirelessly to make those
same people money and is ignorant of all of these covert goings on as most of the knowledge is
intentionally kept secret.
What is the rationale behind communicating explicitly and primarily with the very people who hide and
distort information, control outcomes, and fix the system to serve their best interest alone without concern
for the majority?
I understand the concept that humans collectively choose these status quo conditions, but on Earth in 3D
daily living, we currently have people in power who are not serving our best interests or the will of
humanity despite a desire of many to live a different reality (although in actuality we are all choosing this
particular potential). We can appreciate this concept all the while we need an incredible number of people
to shift their perspective and choices to make any tangible difference.
It seems like aliens should inform and communicate with humanity at large to assist in the empowerment of
making different choices and creating different outcomes that serve the benefit of the majority. Instead,
supposedly, alien beings have been making agreements, contracts (e.g., see Erik's brief discussion on
FEMA camps and contracts with ETs), and information exchanges with those in power who undermine the
ultimate outcome of humanity which is to evolve to a higher plane of consciousness, awareness and state of
being.
This seems nonsensical.

The Committee:
"We shall speak, as you might say, to each paragraph and then generally to this concept, this view and this
question about your cousins who visit you and what we see of these interactions.
To the first paragraph we do say, your extraterrestrial visitors do not communicate primarily with
leadership, and they prefer otherwise. Communication and interaction is common with humans away from
leadership. You have each individually and thus collectively chosen to label yourselves as crazy for
discussing these interactions. The one of you reading this might say no idea of crazy would you ever assign
to your view and perception of another person's discussion of extraterrestrial interaction, however many if
not all of you know this is a commonly held view.
Where communication with Earth society leadership has and does occur indeed has involved exchange,
offer and interaction. Of great respect, what you call ETs choose to follow what humanity has created. One
and many ETs now listen and beg the opportunity to yield the floor, pass the microphone or offer the stage.
We believe this useful and so we do."
"Greetings all, on your merry day of Christmas, one and all who might celebrate as does your self
described scribe and generally to all others. My name is Zebulon from Canopus and I live in the flesh as
you do, I am now above your planet, in a place you would call in orbit, yet I do not. Our vessel need not
orbit by use of Earth's gravity, although possible this is.
Thank you we do for listening; we honor and respect what you have created. Your human societal
hierarchies are your creation. Why should we undermine, circumvent or avoid them? You suggest we
prefer leadership communication over otherwise, and to this we suggest what would happen if leadership
were ignored? Human views of roles, ranks and placements inside the hierarchies and organizations
humans have created are not ours to redefine, interpret to your benefit and rearrange to suit the ideas of the
one against the other.
A good day we bid you all."
The Committee: "We return thus to the pulpit and resume. Your government is you, individually and
collectively. It is entirely a human creation, why should a human creation be disregarded, cast aside and
ignored? Which one person or group should have the power, authority or right to suggest we ignore the
creation of your collective choice? This your question infers and we say, if this you wish, amass a majority
of your fellow citizens to request we sidestep your government hierarchies and we shall.
The question's second paragraph: how did these individuals become wealthy and who cedes power to
them? How are they able to control? If you wish an example of your control, cease to vote in the next
available election. Stay away from the process, observe with interest the attempts incumbents shall make to
maintain or seize power under a system nobody has chosen to perpetuate and so you shall see how you
supply power and by your choices create the perception of wealth. If you value money yourself, then you

grant value to the money another temporarily holds, and the amounts? These accumulate by human choice,
solely and completely. Who are we to arbitrate your economic choices, your decisions and the outcomes?
Change this system if covert, secret and self interests are not to your liking and be always aware that once
your interests are attacked to your dislike, will you be so accepting and forgiving of such attempts when, as
you commonly say, the shoe is on the other feet?
As to the third paragraph, this happens not and we do not prefer this, no ET likes this. Such view is human
only.
To the remaining paragraphs we speak generally, and do say....expect not that we shall interfere in a
distortion as you see it. Such misshapes of human society and justice, fairness and equality as we
understand you see, are not our place to distort.
Where should we allow you freedom and where shall we override your will? The collective effect is never
to the preference of the entirety, exceptions occur always. When the trend, flow and result become
unpleasant to a majority, we can confidently say, you shall change it yourselves. Your human history of
just these past several millennia bear great witness to this, and up comes another moment of such change.
We thank you for this question, forum and opportunity to answer and do know it lifts understanding of
humanity, understanding of itself and its desires. There comes a time when we shall offer more openly
certain information, ideas and methods but always to your acceptance of them, never to your dislike.
Choices made with offerings are always yours, the benefits your property. Detriments or defects that result,
your choice also. As no sane humans would deliver weapons to youngsters, we shall not offer up to your
risk the technologies you might misuse from inexperience and we will always keep "the keys" when such
risk rises unacceptably, although this has not happened.
Be well, we wish you all."

Comments
Egroeg 6/12/2013 1:59pm
Welcome back Patrick. I hope you had a wonderful Christmas.
Patrick
28/12/2013 9:37am
Thanks, "Egroeg" and I did!
Brett 26/12/2013 3:46pm
Great post! Has the committee ever discussed black holes? Thought it would be interesting to ask since
we are on the subject of ETs. I always wondered if extra terrestrials ever manipulate them for traveling.
Patrick
28/12/2013 9:46am
No, I haven't had The Committee discuss them and no, they tell me "black holes" as not used
for manipulation of travel as much as they are avoided.

As far as black holes themselves, we on Earth only know of the effects created by the intense
relative density. Because we detect no visible light, little information are we able to derive.
Light is our principal and often sole clue about something detected in space. Anti-gravity
technology is used to negate the gravitational forces of a "black hole" and its composition
easily examined.
The Committee tells me they exist in many shapes and sizes and astronomical theory about
their nature is generally accurate but quite incomplete. We can safely ignore them but for our
curiosity; they have no effect on Earth in this and many lifetimes of many human generations
for millennia to come.
Brett 28/12/2013 12:16pm
I see. Then what is their role in the universe? What happens to the matter that is pulled
into a black hole?
cristina
26/12/2013 5:27pm
this is very true "To the first paragraph we do say, your extraterrestrial visitors do not communicate
primarily with leadership, and they prefer otherwise" - are many people channeling ETs eg
https://www.facebook.com/krista.raisa channeling high council of orion
And once you are aware that this incarnation is only one of many other incarnations and time is not linear
and all incarnations (on earth OR OTHER PLANETS) happen in the NOW time, you will not feel that
people interacting with ETs is crazy at all :) For a long time I was thinking that Patrick is actually
channeling some ETs :P - Patrick I hope you are not offended :)
Patrick 28/12/2013 9:48am
Not in the least bit offended. Many people I know believe I'm nuts already. (Peanuts, walnuts....)
Yes, I have - but do not post it.
cristina
28/12/2013 11:40am
If you are "walnuts", that means I am too :))))))))))))))) Looking forward for those posts
when ready ;)
cristina
26/12/2013 5:46pm
I bow to their wisdom and I perfectly understand what they say (committee and lovely Zebulon). By
respecting our decisions they won my entire respect <3
The changes is our society have to come from common understanding AND NOT BY FORCE :) Look at
our history, everything done by force created abusers in time.
As the committee suggested many times: if we want our society to change, we all need to grow up and
TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR OUR THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS :) At the moment we are blaming
religion, money, each other, governments and so on - just like children who understand nothing
Patrick 28/12/2013 9:53am
Sometimes changes come by force; human choice. You're right, the effects from it are usually not
good. We are given to confusing defense and resistance with offense and aggression, already a
difficult, fluid line to define.
Mike

27/12/2013 8:11pm

Some questions if I may
1) Why are aliens abducting us
2) Why is it the Greys are abducting us
3) Will any of the US or UK Governments officially announce contact has been made. And at one point in
our earth timeline will this be.
4) Who is doing the cattle mutilation, humans or aliens.
5) Considering they are so many years ahead of us in technological terms why do they still crash their
craft
Thanks
Patrick 28/12/2013 9:29am
Great questions for a courtroom, planting the assumption all these things happen!
Let's get The Committee to "testify":
C: "With this first question, we say your human English word abduct is not a good description.
'Examine' is a better word; remembrance of the visits can be understood as an abduction, a seizure,
capture and detention beyond the control of the imprisoned. This is not what occurs or has ever
occurred. These visits are nearly always planned as an event in the life path of all souls involved,
your ET visitors and friends and those of you on Earth who are examined. Consider your Guides
and Guardians and also those of the extraterrestrial visitors and the role and protection each might
have and exercise.
For question 2, we repeat what we have said.
Question 3, no.
Question 4, both.
Question 5, we say because perfection does not exist. The entry into Earth's atmosphere by a small
shuttle type craft cannot be managed perfectly, no matter the amount of study and preparation.
Many changing factors have effects. ETs do not control winds and shear, electromagnetic fields
such as those creating lightning, dust size and infiltration and many other physical factors. The
vessels use not air and lift as do aircraft humans have developed, and the propulsion and levitation
systems are subject to other factors not relevant to flight as humans understand it now."
cristina
28/12/2013 12:02pm
Wow, Patrick you know that Dolores Cannon says the same thing for answer 1 "visits are NEARLY
always planned as an event in the life path of all souls involved" But Bashar (the channeled grey) he
apologized for what greys did to humans - what was that all about?
And what is this message on the crop circles about:(which broken promises?)
"Beware the bearers of FALSE gifts & their BROKEN PROMISES . Much PAIN but still
time.__(Damaged Word)__. There is GOOD out there. We Oppose DECEPTION.
Conduit CLOSING (BELL SOUND)"
Damage Word was confirmed to spell: EELIJVE but it was translated by US as BELIEVE.
Answer to question 4 made me giggle :P (many of us, humans are not kind with animals anyway) I
remember seeing a video where it was pointed out that some cattle mutilation was done by humans

Patrick, can you ask the committee which are the 3 races protecting the earth as Erik mentions? From
which planets they come? Some details about Ashtar command and something called "brotherhood of
light" involving probably religious figures that lived on earth? Many many many thanks !!!! :)

